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The Mumbai terror attacks case witnessed dramatic turn of events on Wednesday with the special court
debarring Anjali Waghmare as Ajmal Kasab's lawyer.
The special court hearing the 26/11 case removed Waghmare for professional misconduct, saying she
cannot defend two people at the same time. Apart from Kasab, Waghmare also represents 26/11 victim
Harishchandra.
Special Judge M.L. Tahilyani said it was "highly inappropriate" behaviour on her part to keep the special
court in the dark. Though Waghmare had earlier denied that she was planning to represent a witness, a
Mumbai lawyer had last week filed a complaint before the special court pointing to a conflict of
professional interests since Waghmare would be representing both the accused and a witness.
Her fate was sealed when special public prosecutor Ujjwal Nikam submitted a sealed cover, purported to
contain a copy of her 'vakalatnama' agreeing to represent a witness in the case.
The woman lawyer who decided to defend the terrorist had made up her mind after several flip-flops.
Anjali Waghmare is an advocate from the Maharashtra Legal Aid Cell and has appeared in several
anti-corruption and Maharashtra Control of Organised Crime Act (MCOCA) cases.
She also appeared in several important cases such as the fake stamp paper case and in a few hearings for
1993 blasts accused Karimulla.
She was chosen as Kasab's lawyer on March 30 in her capacity as the senior-most member of the Legal Aid
Cell. A day later, her house was attacked by 300 Shiv Sena activists to protest her acceptance of the case.
Waghmare agreed to fight Kasab's case on April 1 after assurances by the government regarding her
security and was provided Z category security by Mumbai Police.The special court also appointed advocate
K.P. Pawar to assist Waghmare in this case.
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Anjali Waghmare's act is really without moral, as she has tried to befool the court which is a crime.
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